In a compact abelian group X, a subgroup H is called characterized if there exists a sequence of characters v = (v n ) of X such that H = {x ∈ X : v n (x) → 0 in T}. Gabriyelyan proved for X = T, that the characterized subgroup {x ∈ T : n!x → 0 in T} is not an F σ -set. In this paper, we obtain a complete description of the F σ -subgroups of T characterized by sequences of integers v = (v n ) such that v n |v n+1 for all n ∈ N showing that these are exactly the countable subgroups of T. Moreover, in the general setting of compact metrizable abelian groups, we give a new point of view to study the Borel complexity of characterized subgroups in terms of appropriate test-topologies defined on the group X.
1 2 , otherwise x = 1 − x. The metric generated by will be denoted by d. For an abelian group G we denote by t(G) the torsion subgroup of G. The closure of a subset M of a topological space will be denoted by M .
For a topological abelian group X a character of X is a continuous homomorphism χ : X → T. Denote by X the group of all characters of X, that is the Pontryagin dual of X.
constant subsequences there exists a strictly increasing sequence of non-negative integers u * ∼ u (see Proposition 2.5 
]).
The subgroup τ u (R) := ϕ −1 (t u (T)) can be conveniently used to study t u (T). This kind of subgroups of R and their subsets were studied much earlier, going back to Arbault [Arb] in relation to trigonometric series and then by Borel [Bo1, Bo2] . Some steps toward this direction can be found in the past in [Egg] , where following theorem can be found: Theorem 1.3 (Eggleston) . Let u = (u n ) be a sequence of integers.
• If the sequence of ratios (q n ) is bounded, then t u (T) is countable.
• If the sequence of ratios (q n ) converges to infinity, then t u (T) is uncountable.
The subgroup t u (X) appeared also as a generalization of torsion subgroup and p-torsion subgroup of an abelian group for a prime number p. Armacost in [Arm] , using different names, introduced for a topological abelian group the notions of topologically torsion subgroup that is the subgroup of all elements x such that n!x → 0 and topologically p-torsion subgroup that is the subgroup of all elements x such that p n x → 0. Armacost [Arm] gave a description of t u (T) for u = (p n ) for a prime p and posed the problem to describe t u (T) for u = (n!). These two notions were unified in [DPS] by a special class of sequences of integers that will play an important role for this paper as well: Definition 1.4. A strictly increasing sequence of integers u = (u n ) is called arithmetic (or briefly, an a-sequence) if u n |u n+1 for all n ∈ N.
For X = T, let a-Char(T) be the class of all subgroups of T that are characterized by a-sequences. The first results on a-Char(T) can be found already in [DPS, §4.4 .2], providing, among others a partial answer to Armacost problem. A complete solution of Armacost problem was given in [DdS] , along with an attempt to describe a-Char(T). The gap left in [DdS] was filled in [DI1] , where a complete description of a-Char(T) can be found in (see §3.2).
Some relevant results related to Char(T) in the setting of number theory were obtained in [Bi, BDS] . The notion of a characterized subgroup was generalized, from the case of subgroups of T to the general case of topological abelian groups in [DMT] . For more recent contributions to this field see [DK, DG, DGT, DI3, G1, G2, G3, G4, N] .
About Borel Complexity of Characterized Subgroups
The following general problem has been studied in [DG] . Problem 1.5. Study the Borel complexity of s v (X) for a compact abelian group X. Notation 1.6. Let us recall the first six classes of the Borel hierarchy.
Note that if X is metrizable, then the diagonal inclusions hold too. More precisely,
Moreover, if X is infinite, then all the inclusions listed above are proper. In this paper we are interested in Borel subgroups, hence we shall use the above notation for the relative class of subgroups instead of sets. By Borel complexity of characterized subgroups we mean the study of the classes of the Borel hierarchy which these groups belong to.
The following remark provides an upper bound for the Borel complexity of characterized subgroups. Remark 1.7. Every characterized subgroup H of a compact abelian group X is an F σδ -subgroup of X, and hence H is a Borel subset of X. Indeed, if H is characterized by a sequence v, this fact directly follows from the equality
The characterized subgroups are Borel by the previous remark. Hence, if X is a compact metrizable abelian group and H ∈ Char(X), then either |H| = ℵ 0 or |H| = c. Remark 1.8. According to [CTW, Lemma 3.10] , if X is an infinite compact abelian group and v ∈ X N contains a faithfully indexed subsequence, then s v (X) has zero Haar measure, so the index [X : s v (X)] is uncountable, as X has measure 1.
It was proved in [DK] and independently in [BSW] , that all countable subgroups of a compact metrizable abelian group are characterized. Theorem 1.9. ( [DK, BSW] ) Let X be a compact metrizable abelian group. Every countable subgroups of X is characterizable.
As pointed out in [D] , the metrizability in the above theorem is a necessary condition. On the other hand, it was proved in [DG] that one can reduce the study of characterized subgroups of compact abelian groups to the case of compact metrizable abelian groups in the following sense: Theorem 1.10. [DG, Theorem B] A subgroup H of a compact abelian group X is characterized if and only if H contains a closed G δ -subgroup K of X such that H/K is a characterized subgroup of the compact metrizable group X/K.
The following theorem from [DG] provides information about the Borel complexity of characterized subgroups: Theorem 1.11. ( [DG] ) For every infinite compact abelian group X the G δ -subgroups are closed and the following inclusions hold:
If in addition X has finite exponent, then Char(X) F σ (X).
It was proved in [G4] , that the implication in the final part of the above Theorem can be inverted:
for a compact abelian group X if and only if X has finite exponent.
The first named author and Gabriyelyan described completely Char(X) when X has finite exponent:
The following definition was inspired by a result from [DK] establishing that certain F σ -subgroups of compact metrizable groups are characterized.
We denote by CmC(X) the family of all CMC subgroups of X. The characterized F σ -subgroups considered in [DK] are special CMC subgroups with an additional property (namely, H/K is torsion, in the notation of Definition 1.13). By Theorem 1.9 and Theorem 1.10 (see [DG, Corollary B1] ), CmC(X) ⊆ Char(X) ∩ F σ (X) for a compact abelian group X. It is proved in [DG] , that CmC(X) = Char(X) if and only if X has finite exponent.
Since the group T is not of finite exponent, Theorem 1.12 yields
On the other hand, the specific non-inclusion (2) was one of the main steps in the proof of the general Theorem 1.12 in [G4] . It is curious to note that (2) was implicitly established much earlier by Bukovský, Kholshevikova and Repický in [BKR] . In order to explain that we recall two notions related to sets of convergence of trigonometric series from [BKR] (further information and results about sets of convergence of trigonometric series can be found in [HMP, BKR] ).
Definition 1.14.
• A set E ⊆ T is an N -set if there exists a sequence {a n : n ∈ N} of non-negative real numbers with a n = +∞, such that the trigonometric series a n sin 2πnx is absolutely convergent in E.
• A Borel set (resp. subgroup) E ⊆ T is a weak Dirichlet set (resp. weak Dirichlet subgroup) or briefly wD-set (resp. wD-subgroup) if for every measure µ carried by E, there exists an increasing sequence of positive integers u n such that lim n→∞ E e 2πiunx − 1 dµ = 0.
Let N(T) denote the class of all N -sets of T and let wD(T) denote the class of all wD-sets of T. As a consequence of Theorem 1.16 and Remark 1.15 one obtains the following corollary.
It was proved by Arbault in [Arb] that A := t u (T), with u = (2 2 n ), is not an N -set. Hence, the above corollary yields A / ∈ F σ (T) and consequently (2). Unaware of this fact, Gabriyelyan [G4] proved directly that the subgroup of T characterized by the sequence u n = n! (n ∈ N) is not an F σ -set in T, so witnessing again the non-inclusion (2). Note that both sequences (n!) and (2 2 n ) are a-sequences.
In the light of these two examples, it is natural to ask when t u (T) ∈ F σ (T) for a general sequence u. The line of the proof of Theorem 1.12 suggests to use the technique of Polishable subgroup of a Polish group.
About Polishability of Characterized Subgroups
The notion of Polishable subgroup was introduced in [KL] . It is a folklore fact that the topology witnessing the polishability of a subgroup H is unique (see [S] for an explicit proof). We denote by π(H) this unique topology.
Remark 1.19. Let (X, τ ) be a compact metrizable abelian group and H ≤ X. It is important to mention that π(H) = τ ↾ H , if and only if H is closed. Indeed, τ ↾ H is Polish if and only if H ∈ G δ (X). By [DG, Proposition 2.4 ] (see also Theorem 1.11), the class G δ (X) coincides with class of closed subgroups of X. Using the uniqueness of π(H), we can conclude that π(H) = τ ↾ H precisely when H is closed.
Answering negatively a question of Kunen and the first named author on whether F σ (T) ⊆ Char(T), Biró proved the more precise theorem below. To state the theorem, let us recall that a non empty compact subset K of an infinite compact metrizable abelian group X is called a Kronecker set, if for every continuous function f : K → T and ε > 0 there exists a character v ∈ X such that
Biró proved that every characterized subgroup of T is Polishable and that for any uncountable Kronecker set K in T, the F σ -subgroup K generated by K is not polishable and hence not characterized:
A significant generalization of the above results was obtained by Gabriyelyan [G2] :
The polishability of s v (X) is witnessed by a topology induced by the following metric on X (see [G2, DG] for a proof): Definition 1.22. Let X be a compact metrizable abelian group with compatible metric δ and let v = (v n ) be a sequence of characters of X. For x, y ∈ X let
The metric topology τ v of X generated by ̺ v is complete (see [DG] ), we refer to it as associated to v. The Polish topology π(s v (X)) witnessing the polishability of s v (X), is the restriction of τ v in s v (X). It was introduced for s v (X) in [Bi, G2] inspired by [AN] and then extended on the whole group X in [DG] .
Let Pol(X) denote the collection of all Polishable subgroups of X. Hence, Theorem 1.21 (a) can be written briefly as Char(X) ⊆ Pol(X).
Hjort [Hj] proved that every uncountable Polish group contains polishable subgroups of arbitrary Borel complexity witnessing Char(X) Pol(X) in view of Remark 1.7. In [G1, G2] Gabriyelyan proved that there exists a compact group X witnessing Char(X) ∩ F σ (X) Pol(X) ∩ F σ (X). More precisely, he proved that there exists a polishable F σ subgroup of T N that is not characterized.
Main Results
In this paper we provide a general tool to study the special aspect of Problem 1.5 concerning F σ -subgroups (Theorem A) with particular emphasis on the case X = T. It is based on a complete description, in terms of an appropriate topology defined starting from a sequence which characterizes a subgroup of X. We provide a general criterion in Theorem A to determine whether t u (T) is an F σ -set. In the case of X = T and a-sequences one can prove much more than the mere non-inclusion Char(T) ⊆ F σ (T) established in Theorem 1.11. Namely, the only proper F σ -subgroups of T, characterized by an a-sequence are the countable ones. Moreover, for a-sequences we will find an explicit subgroup that witnesses the separability of (t u (T), π(t u (T))), namely the torsion subgroup t(t u (T)).
In the general case of a compact metrizable abelian group X we have defined above a second assignment with domain X N , namely v → τ v . This assignment defines a second equivalence relations in X N by u ≈ v if and only if τ u = τ v . We discuss the connection between the equivalence relations ∼ and ≈. In general, u ≈ v ⇒ u ∼ v (see Remark 2.4). On the other hand, the topology π(s v (X)), witnessing the polishability of s v (X) is unique. It coincides with the restriction of τ v to s v (X), so this restriction depends only on the characterized subgroup and not on the sequence that characterizes it. In §3.1 we prove that if the characterized subgroup s v (X) is an F σ -subgroup, then the uniqueness of the topology τ v extends to the whole group in the sense that
is an F σ -subgroup, see Corollary A1. We conjecture that this implication fails in the general case:
Results for compact metrizable abelian groups
For a compact metrizable abelian group (X, τ ), we introduce another group topology τ * v with τ ⊆ τ * v ⊆ τ v in §3.1 (see Definition 3.2). We refer to τ * v as the F σ -test topology with respect to the sequence v. The motivation for such a choice is clear from the next theorem:
Theorem A. Let X be a compact metrizable abelian group (X, τ ) and v ∈ X N . Then
As a corollary of Theorem A, one can prove that the topology τ v does not depend on the choice of the characterizing sequence v, whenever the characterized subgroup s v (X) is an F σ -subgroup.
Corollary A1. Let X be compact metrizable abelian group and v be a sequence of characters with
The next corollary of Theorem A shows that (X, τ v ) is Polish only in some very special cases. The next theorem, proved in [DI2] , describes the cases when τ u and its restriction π(s u (X)) = τ u ↾ su(X) are discrete. Since the latter is a finer Polish topology on s u (X), the group (s u (X), π(s u (X))) is discrete if and only if s u (X) is countable. Moreover, s v (X) is countable if and only if τ v = τ * v is discrete: Theorem 2.3. ([DI2] ) Let X be a metrizable compact abelian group and v ∈ X N . Then the following are equivalent:
Remark 2.4. The above theorem yields that in general u ≈ v does not imply u ∼ v. Indeed, all countable subgroups are characterized (by Theorem 1.9) and have the same associated topology, namely the discrete one (by Theorem 2.3).
Results for the circle group
The subgroups of Char(T) are characterized by sequences u of non-zero integers. A useful feature of such a sequence is the sequence of ratios (q n ) = (
). Furthermore, one can define
Clearly, q u ≤ Q u and S * u is infinite when Q u < ∞. Moreover, q u = Q u precisely when S u is infinite (and this case S u = S * u ). The sequence of ratios (q n ) is bounded precisely when q u < ∞, this occurs if and only if Q u < ∞.
By Theorem 1.3, the subgroup t u (T) is countable, when Q u < ∞. Hence, the topology τ u restricted to t u (T) is discrete, and actually (T, τ u ) is discrete, by Theorem 2.3. In addition we can specify which balls are trivial.
Proposition B. If u is a strictly increasing sequence of positive integers with
Now we investigate in more detail the case of an a-sequence u with q u < ∞. Since the ratios q n are integers, also q u and Q u are integers. We shall study the ball B u 1 qu (0). It turns out that the closed ̺ u -ball {x ∈ T : ̺ u (x, 0) ≤ 1/q u } centered at 0 has size c. Moreover, if S * u is a big set in N (i.e., the gaps between two consecutive elements of S * u are bounded), then actually |B u 1 qu (0)| = c. Taking an a-sequence with q u = Q u and S u = S * u big in Proposition C will show that the radius In §3.3.2, as we previously announced, for a-sequences in T, we will find a specific subgroup of t u (T) witnessing the separability of (t u (T), τ u ). This subgroup is t(t u (T)), i.e., the torsion subgroup of t u (T). This need not be true if u is not an a-sequence as the next remark shows.
Proposition C. Let u be an a-sequence with bounded ratio sequence and let
Example 2.6. If u is not an a-sequence, then t(t u (T)) need not be dense in (t u (T), τ u ). This may occur if the ratio sequence (q n ) is divergent (so t u (T) is uncountable) and t(t u (T)) is finite (hence non-dense respect to any Hausdroff group topology on T, so non-dense in (T, τ u ) either). An example to this effect is the sequence of prime numbers u. Then t(t u (T)) is trivial, by Proposition 3.17.
Proposition D. If u is an a-sequence, then t(t u (T)) is a dense subgroup of (t u (T), τ u ↾ tu(T) ).
Theorem E. The following are equivalent for an a-sequence u in Z:
Corollary E. If u is an a-sequence with unbounded sequence of ratios, then t u (T) / ∈ F σ (T).
This corollary covers the results from [BKR] and [G4] with u = (2 2 n ) and u = (n!). Some implications of Theorem E hold for a general sequence of integers u, while others are no more valid. For more details see [DI2] , where the main results of this paper (as well as some related results from [DI3] ) were announced without a proof.
Proofs
Notation 3.1. Let u = (u n ) be a sequence of characters of X, ̺ u be as in Definition 1.22, ̺u the norm induced by ̺ u , B ̺u ε (0) be the ̺ u -ball of radius ε around 0 in X, τ u be the topology induced by ̺ u in X and τ u ↾ t u (T) its restriction on t u (T).
The general case of compact metrizable abelian groups
Now we define the F σ -test topology τ * v . Definition 3.2. For a sequence v of characters of a compact metrizable abelian group (X, τ ), τ * v is the group topology on X with filter of neighborhoods of 0 in X is generated by the family
Remark 3.3. Let us see that τ * v is a metrizable group topology with τ ⊆ τ * v ⊆ τ v . To prove that τ * v is a metrizable group topology, it suffices to note that (4) is a countable decreasing chain of symmetric sets, such that W 2n + W 2n = B To prove the inclusion τ ⊆ τ * v take 0 ∈ U ∈ τ . Then U contains a closed ball B δ 1/n (0) in τ for some n ∈ N, where δ is a compatible metric with τ . Furthermore, B ̺v 1/n (0) ⊆ B δ 1/n (0), as ̺ v (x, y) ≥ δ(x, y) for every x, y ∈ X, according to (3). Hence,
Proof of Theorem A. Suppose that s v (X) = m F m for some closed sets F m of (X, τ ). As s v (X) is a subgroup, we can assume without loss of generality that
Obviously, these F m are τ v -closed as well. So, applying the Baire category theorem to the Polish space (s v (X), τ v ) we deduce that F m 0 has a non-empty interior for some m 0 . Since F m 0 is closed in (X, τ ), there exists some x 0 ∈ F m 0 and n ∈ N so that
Hence
Proof of Corollary A1. Let H := s v (X) = s u (X). Recall that τ v and τ u coincide when restricted to H, since the topology witnessing the polishability of H is unique. Moreover, as H ∈ F σ (X), H is τ * v -open and hence also τ v -open. Analogously, H is τ u -open. Hence τ v and τ u coincide on a subgroup that is open in both topologies. Therefore, they coincide in X.
Proof of Corollary A2. (a)
(c) → (d) First we note that the quotient X/H is compact and discrete, and hence finite. So H is a finite index subgroup of X.
Let µ be the normalized Haar measure in X. Since the τ -open subgroup H = s v (X) has a finite index, one has µ(H) > 0. By Remark 1.8 v has no faithfully indexed subsequences. If v n appears infinitely many times in v, then v n vanishes on H. Hence v n factorizes through the quotient map X → X/H. Since X/H is finite, the image v n (X) of v n is a finite subgroup of T. If m is the exponent of v n (X), then mv n = 0, i.e., v n is torsion.
(
has no faithfully indexed subsequences, then there exist finitely many characters {v n k | 0 ≤ k ≤ m} that occur infinitely many times in the sequence v. Then each character v n k is torsion and vanishes on H, so s v (H) = m k=0 ker v n k is τ -closed. Since each v n k is torsion, the subgroup v n k (X) of T is of finite exponent, hence it is finite. This proves that ker v n k is a finite index subgroup of X. Therefore, the τ -closed subgroup H has a finite index, so H is τ -open. This proves that H = s v (X) is also τ v -open. Moreover, being H-closed, τ ↾ H = π(H) = τ v ↾ H by Remark 1.19. Therefore, τ and τ v coincide on the subgroup H which is open in both topologies. Hence, τ = τ v .
Description of t u (T) for an a-sequence u
Throughout this section u = (u n ) will denote an a-sequence.
The following fact, providing a canonical representation of x ∈ [0, 1), is well-known (see for example [P] ).
Definition 3.4 (Canonical Representation with respect to u). Let x ∈ [0, 1). Then exists a unique sequence (c n ) ∈ Z N such that 0 ≤ c n < q n for every n,
and c n < q n − 1 for infinitely many n.
Remark 3.5. If (6) is a canonical representation, then
Notation 3.6. For x ∈ T with canonical representation (6), let
Call an infinite set A of naturals
• u-bounded if the sequence {q n : n ∈ A} is bounded;
• u-divergent if the sequence {q n : n ∈ A} diverges to infinity.
The following results are corollaries of Theorem [DI1, Theorem 2.3] covering the particular cases used here. That theorem in full generality is not used here. 
(ii) c n = 0 for almost all n ∈ N. The following result was established in [DdS] :
The next Corollary, following obviously from the previous one, will be useful in the applications.
Corollary 3.10. Suppose x ∈ T has u-divergent support. Then x ∈ t u (T) whenever cn qn does not converge to 0 in T.
Proofs for the circle group
3.3.1 The ̺ u -balls in T Now we recall some fact on the norm of the torus and then we prove Proposition C.
Remark 3.12. As already mentioned above, we identify elements of T with their unique preimage in [0, 1) and use the inequality nx ≤ nx (in R) for x ∈ T and n ∈ N. If nx ≤ 
Our aim is to prove that x = 0. From (7) we deduce that x < ε and u n x < ε for all n ∈ N.
Claim 1. If x < ε, then u n x = u n x < ε for all n ∈ N.
To prove the claim we argue by induction. For n = 0, u 0 ≤ Q u , so u 0 x ≤ Q u x < Q u ε < 1 2 . Hence, u 0 x = u 0 x < ε. Assume that n ≥ 0 and u n x < ε holds true. Then u n+1 x ≤ Q u u n x < Q u ε < 1 2 and hence u n+1 x < 1 2 . Therefore, (7) yields ε > u n+1 x = u n+1 x. This concludes the proof of the claim. According to (8), either x < ε, or 1 − ε < x < 1. In case x < ε, Claim 1 yields u n x < ε and hence x < ε un for all n ∈ N. Since u is strictly increasing, this entails x = 0. Let us see now that the case 1 − ε < x < 1 cannot occur. Indeed, if 1 − ε < x < 1, then y = 1 − x > 0 satisfies y ∈ B ̺u ε (0) and 0 < y < ε. Hence, y = 0 by the previous argument, a contradiction. In order to demonstrate Proposition C we need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.13. Let u be a strictly increasing a-sequence with q u < ∞, let
and let
(c) If S ′ = S is as in (9), then
Proof. (a) Clearly, one has
This proves (11).
To prove the first assetrtion we need to see that for all values of n satisfying n k ≤ n < n k+1 , the biggest value of u n−1 x S is obtained for n = n k . Indeed, as n < n k+1 , one has
Obviously,
Hence, (11) and (13) 
(b) Let us first prove that if 0 < n < n 1 , then u n−1 x S ≤ u n 1 −1 x S . Indeed,
where the first inequality is obtain in analogy with (13), while the last one follows from (12) with k = 1 . Now the assertion follows from (a), (14), the definition of ̺ u and the obvious inequality
(c) It is easy to see that
Since infinitely many coefficients c j = 0 (e.g., those with n 2k < j ≤ n 2k+1 ), (15) is the canonical representation of x S . The same holds for x S ′ . It is clear now, that
Proof of Proposition C. Pick a subsequence S of S * u = (m k ) as in (10), such that n 1 > m 1 , so that u n 1 ≥ 2q u . Hence,
From the previous lemma we have
If the sequence of differences δ k = m k+1 − m k is unbounded, then we can choose S such that (d k ) is divergent, then (16), (17) and item (c) of the previous lemma ensure that ̺ u (0, x S ) = 1 qu . Since there are c many subsequences S of S u with this property, this proves item (a) in view of Lemma 3.13(c).
Now assume that the sequence (δ k ) is bounded. Pick a subsequence S of S u as in (10), such that d k = n k+1 − n k ≤ d for some d and for all k. From the equality in (13) one has
Hence, from (16) This remark shows that the properties of having bounded ratios, or having ratios converging to ∞ are not ∼-invariant. Actually, if one takes a sequence u with bounded ratios, and then a sequence u * ∼ u as in the remark, then one will have also u * ≈ u, according to Corollary A1, while u * will fail to have the property of having bounded ratios.
The torsion subgroup of t u (T)
The polishability of t u (T) holds for a general integer sequence, but in the case of an a-sequence we can produce a simply defined dense countable subgroup witnessing the separability of t u (T). If u is an a-sequence, it makes sense to consider the subgroup tt u (T) of t u (T) formed by all x ∈ T with |supp u (x)| < ∞. We prove in Proposition 3.15 that tt u (T) = t(t u (T)) when u is an a-sequence and t(t u (T)) is the torsion subgroup of t u (T). In other words, supp u (x) is infinite for a torsion element x of T if and only if x ∈ t u (T).
Proposition 3.15. If u is an a-sequence, then tt u (T) = t(t u (T)).
Proof. The inclusion tt u (T) ⊆ t(t u (T)) is obvious. Let x = This provides a finite canonical representation of x = k um in view of (18). Therefore, x ∈ tt u (T).
Notation 3.16. If P denotes the set of all prime numbers, then for every p ∈ P, Z(p ∞ ) and Z(p n ) denote respectively the Prüfer p-group and the cyclic group of order p n where n ∈ N. For u ∈ Z N and p ∈ P, let v p be the additive p-adic valuation and n p (u) := lim inf n→∞ v p (u n ) ∈ N ∪ {∞}.
In the following proposition the torsion subgroup of the torus t(T) = Q/Z is identified with p∈P Z(p ∞ ).
